A fast, analytically-based method to optimize local transmit efficiency for a transmit array
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Abstract
Purpose: to develop an analytically-based algorithm for rapid optimization of the local RF magnetic
(B_1^+) field intensity for a given RF power through a transmit array. The analytical nature of the
method will yield insight to optimization requirements and provides a valuable reference for
numerically-based searches.
Materials and Methods: with knowledge of the B_1^+ field distribution generated by each single coil
of the array, both the phases and the amplitudes of each coil current are optimized to maximize the
magnitude of the B_1^+ field in a specific location of the body per unit of power transmitted
through the array and, consequently, minimizing the whole body SAR for a given pulse sequence.
Results: simulations considering the human body show that the proposed method can reduce the
whole body SAR for a given B1+ magnitude at the location of interest by a factor of about 6.3
compared to the classic birdcage current configuration, and by a factor of 3.2 compared to phaseonly shimming in a case with significant coupling between the elements of the array.
Conclusion: the proposed method can rapidly provide valuable information pertinent to the
optimization of field distributions from transmit arrays.
Keywords: radiofrequency, MRI, shimming, power, SAR, spectroscopy

Introduction
A current challenge for high field MRI is non-uniformity of the radiofrequency magnetic
excitation field (

). Because the frequency of the

static magnetic (B0) field, at high B0 fields the

field is proportional to the strength of the

field has a relatively short wavelength, resulting in

non-homogeneous flip-angle distributions and ultimately affecting the quality of the final images.
RF shimming is the simplest of a variety of approaches using an array of coils in transmission to
address this challenge. In RF shimming, a more desirable RF electromagnetic field distribution is
achieved with adjustment of the magnitude and/or phase of the currents or voltages driving the
elements of the transmit array (1-3). More advanced methods can achieve excitation distributions
very different than the RF field distributions (4-6), but in general require significantly longer pulse
durations and/or greater total RF energy to achieve a given average flip angle.
In some cases, especially in the human head, it can be possible to achieve reasonably
homogeneous excitation of almost the entire sample volume with use of RF shimming (7). In other
cases, however, it may not be possible or advantageous to optimize field homogeneity over a large
volume. If we are either interested only in a single small volume, such as in spectroscopy (8), or in
imaging where the region of interest (ROI) is small compared to the sample volume and the sample
is large enough that RF shimming cannot readily produce a homogeneous field across its volume
(9), local RF shimming may be preferred. In these cases, it is expected that the B1+ field across an
ROI smaller than about one quarter wavelength will be fairly homogeneous as long as there is
constructive interference from the fields of individual arrays there, and attention can be devoted to
the efficiency with which B1+ is produced in the smaller ROI.
By reducing the amount of power required to create a given

field in the region of

interest, the whole-body (global) specific absorption rate (SAR) is reduced, and there is greater
flexibility in the imaging parameters (including imaging time) that can be used. It has been
observed that limits on local SAR can often be exceeded before those on average SAR will (10).
According to the most recent version of widely-used guidelines (11), when an array of transmit
coils is used as a volume coil there is no limit on local SAR, providing another motivation for
considering whole body SAR. It is also notable that average SAR is more readily monitored than
local SAR (12), making methods to reduce it more amenable to verification in regular use. Even in
cases where local SAR may be the limiting factor, however, rapidly-determined shim values that
produce optimal overall efficiency and minimal whole-body SAR can provide a valuable reference
for other optimization methods designed to consider local SAR.

Although a number of papers have focused on controlling local or average SAR in RF
shimming of a large region (13) or in advanced transmit array pulse designs for homogeneous
excitation (14), comparatively little work has considered RF shimming on a localized region.
Methods for local RF shimming designed to minimize power requirements and whole-body average
SAR have included an analytically-based approach to adjusting only the phase of array elements for
imaging of the human prostate in vivo (9), an approach based on the Rayleigh quotient optimization
(15, 16)and a numerical optimization of the phase and magnitude of all elements in simulationbased demonstrations considering models of the human body (17).
Here we present a simple, analytically-based method to adjust both magnitude and phase of
all elements for local RF shimming to minimize power requirements and whole-body SAR.

Materials and Methods
One application of a method that optimizes only the phases of the transmit array elements
was shown previously for application to the prostate (9). Indicating with
polarized component of the

the circularly

field generated by the i-th element of the transmit array in the m-th

voxel of the ROI when the i-th element is driven with the reference current Ii,ref , this phase
optimization process consists of acquiring the phases of all
the ROI with a technique of

fields in the

voxels belonging to

phase mapping, and adjusting the phase of the input to the i-th

element by an amount equal to the opposite of the measured phase of

fields in the ROI. The

resulting optimal coil current could be written
∑

[1]

,

where j is the imaginary unit. After this, all the

fields generated by each element of the

array will add constructively in the ROI, producing B1+ much more efficiently than if destructive
interference were to occur there. Note that it must be possible to control the current in each
element as in Eq. [1] to provide the desired effect on the phase of the field produced.
In the following, we propose and demonstrate a simple method to find the set of currents
having both optimal phase and optimal amplitude.

This method is developed with the

assumption that complex current in each element is known explicitly. In some configurations of
transmit arrays, this is indeed the case (18). In others, with adequate measurement of the
impedance matrix and knowledge of the input voltage it is technically possible to determine the

currents. In any case, this work will provide an intuitive understanding of the requirements for
optimizing the efficiency of a transmit array for local excitation.
In the case that Ii,ref is identical for all the elements and equal to

, we can write the

desired current driving each element of the transmit array as
∑

where the optimal current amplitudes

[2]

.

are dimensionless real positive numbers, and

normalization factor equal for all the elements of the transmit array. The value for

is a

can be used to

normalize the currents to satisfy, if necessary, some safety requirements such as local average SAR,
temperature increase, or to obtain a specific value of flip-angle while still keeping the same
efficiency in terms of transmitted field

and generated power. Both the magnitudes and phases of

can be determined experimentally (8, 19). The amplitudes

are determined through the

optimization of a cost function that attempts to simultaneously maximize the total

field at the

desired ROI and minimize the transmitted power, while the phases are determined as done in
equation [2].
The power transmitted through an array can be calculated as
∑

where

∑

{

},

[3]

are the elements of the impedance matrix Z and represent the mutual impedance

between the i-th and the k-th element of the array, which can be measured with a network analyzer.
The cost function depends on the observables to be optimized. In particular, in this work we
choose to minimize the square root of the transmitted power over the average
√
|

where

∑

∑

|

field in the ROI:
[4]

. This will be at a minimum when PTx is minimized for a given B1+

amplitude. There are two motivations to minimize PTx: 1) the generated power provides an upper
bound to the whole-body SAR and 2) PTx is a measurable parameter in an MRI system. However, if
additional information is available through a more accurate relation between the generated power
and the SAR (12), the cost function could be modified to also take advantage of this. The definition
of the function

contains the square root of the generated power in order to avoid a linear

dependence with the currents that generate the fields. To clarify the explanation of our method, we

consider two different cases. In the first one, we examine a simplified situation where there is
negligible coupling among the array elements, which causes the impedance matrix Z to be diagonal,
and an exact analytical solution is obtained. In the second case, the more general situation of nonnegligible coupling among array elements is examined and it is solved through a diagonalization of
the impedance matrix Z. Keeping these two cases separate allows for evaluation of two different
cases (decoupled and coupled arrays) in a natural progression.
Case 1: negligible mutual coupling. When the coupling between different elements of the
|

array is small (|

|

| for all i and all k≠i) the values of the amplitudes that minimize

obtained by finding a set of currents that cause the gradient of

can be

to be zero. Specifically, the

generated power is approximated as
{

∑

}| |

{

∑

}

[5]

and the components of the first derivative are set to zero, yielding
(

√
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or equivalently
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By solving eq. [7] for
| ∑

|
{

| ∑

and assuming
ratio

{
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, where

[8]

}
|

is introduced to keep the terms

becomes equal to

. Hence, the terms
| ∑

dimensionless, the

are also given by

|
{

[9]

}

which corresponds to the solution of eq. [7].
Therefore, from the measurements of
minimize the cost function

in the ROI and Zii, the optimal amplitudes

at the ROI can be determined immediately. If a value for

that
that brings

back to its original strength is added, a physical interpretation of this solution is seen when

observing that its effect is to increase the driving current of the elements that contribute to the
average

field amplitude at the ROI most efficiently and reduce the driving current of the

elements that do so least efficiently.

Case 2: non-negligible coupling. If the coupling among the elements of the array is
significant, the impedance matrix Z is not diagonal as in Case 1 and linear algebra operations can be
used to solve an equation similar to eq. [7] of Case 1.
Let

be the currents vector composed of the coefficients

average values of the circularly polarized field

, and

the vector containing the

generated by each element of the array at the

location of interest. Then, we can rewrite eq. [4] as
√

{
|

where the i-th element of the vector

}

[10]

|
∑

is equal to

and where the superscripts

* and T indicate the complex conjugate and transpose operators, respectively.
Let us write
[11]
where
{ }

[12]

{ }
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and

With the definitions in eq. [12]-[13], we can rewrite eq. [10] as
√
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We can decompose both the matrices

and

through the use of the eigenvector matrices

and
[15]

[16]

where

and

are diagonal matrices containing the eigenvalues of the matrices

Since Z is symmetric,

and

and
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have all real elements,

. Thus,
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are symmetric too, and since both
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|

) in eq. [17] is real since it is a quadratic form and the

are real. Thus, (

)

(

) is purely imaginary, and

{(

)

(

is null.
We can rewrite the denominator of eq. [18]
|

|

|

|

where is the identity matrix. By definition of the inverse of a matrix

[19]

)}

|

By defining

and

|

|

[20]

|

, we have
√

{
|

}
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|

The minimization of eq. [21] is equivalent to that of Case 1, provided that the following
substitutions are made. The vector E is the unknown, the impedance matrix is
equivalent to an impedance matrix with no coupling since

(that is

is a diagonal matrix), and F is the

magnetic field vector. With these substitutions, eq. [9] is used to find the values of E that minimize
eq. [21].
After E is obtained, the final current vector A is computed as
[22]

Method
The performance of the proposed algorithm for non-negligible coupling was compared with
two other methods to compute the coil currents: 1) the distribution for a birdcage coil in ideal mode
1 resonance and 2) a phase-only optimization published previously (9). Comparisons included
examinations of the magnitude of the
to produce a given

field in the ROI for a given PTx , and also of the PTx required

for both the negligible and the non negligible coupling cases. In all cases, the

field distributions were computed numerically at 300 MHz for a body-sized 8-element array of
stripline elements spaced equidistantly on the surface of a cylinder within a large cylindrical shield
and loaded with a human body model (20) positioned with its heart near the center of the array
(Fig. 1). The field distribution for each element of the array was computed with all other elements
present, but with open circuit at each end to simulate a case of minimal coupling between elements,

since coupling between the elements and their fields can be added later. All numerical simulations
were performed using a commercially available full-wave electromagnetic field simulator (XFDTD;
Remcom, Inc.; State College, PA; USA) and with Iref of 1 Ampere. In the comparisons, the optimized
coil currents were normalized by changing the value of the factor

in Eq. 2 so that either PTx or B1+

(as desired) in the ROI was the same for all three cases. For the uncoupled case, fields were used as
computed with each element driven individually and as if the coupling matrix was the identity
matrix. For the case study with significant coupling two appendages were applied at the extremities
of each stripline, which more easily induce fields among the elements of the array. The structure of
the impedance matrices of both the negligible coupling and non negligible coupling cases used in
this study is reported in Fig. 2. Hence, it should be clear that this method could be applied to an
experimentally measured impedance matrix. The comparisons were performed considering a cubic
ROI 5mm on each side placed both in the heart (centrally located) and in the shoulder (peripherally
located).
Results
Table 1 gives the magnitude of

for each target ROI in each of three current distributions

normalized to produce a whole-body average SAR of 2 W/Kg with negligible coupling between
array elements. Table 2 presents the same for the case with significant coupling. Figure 3 reports
for the two ROIs, for each element of the array having negligible mutual coupling, the values of the
real part of the self-impedance

{

}, the average absolute value of the circularly polarized

magnetic field in the two ROI, the amplitude of the currents obtained by applying eq. [9] scaled by
the factor

to produce the fields shown in Table 1. Figures 4 and 5 show |

| field distributions

obtained in the cross section containing the two different ROIs for the two different cases. For an
ROI in the heart and given

, the proposed algorithm for optimizing transmit efficiency

considering both amplitude and phase of each current element produces an average

field having

amplitude 5.39 times larger than that of the birdcage coil and 1.20 times larger than that of the
phase-only optimization. For an ROI in the shoulder and given
produces a

, the proposed algorithm

field having amplitude 2.22 times larger than that of the birdcage coil and 1.70 times

larger than that of the phase-only optimization.
With the elements of the array having non negligible coupling among them Table 1 gives the
for each target ROI in each of three current distributions normalized to produce the same PTx.

For an ROI near the heart, the proposed algorithm for optimizing transmit efficiency considering
both amplitude and phase of each current element produces a

field having amplitude 4.73 times

larger than that of the birdcage coil and 1.19 times larger than that of the phase-only optimization.
For an ROI in the arm, the proposed algorithm produces a

field having amplitude 2.57 times

larger than that of the birdcage coil and 2.00 times larger than that of the phase-only optimization.
Using these same numbers it is also possible to determine the power required to produce a
given B1+ in each case. To produce a given B1+ in an ROI near the heart, the proposed algorithm will
require 0.034 times the power required by a birdcage coil and 0.694 times the power required by
the phase-only optimization for the case of negligible coupling among the elements of the array,
while it will require 0.045 times the power required by a birdcage coil and 0.706 times the power
required by the phase-only optimization for the case of non negligible coupling among the elements
of the array. To produce a given B1+ in an ROI in the shoulder, the proposed algorithm will require
0.203 times the power required by a birdcage coil and 0.346 times the power required by the
phase-only optimization for the case of negligible coupling, while it will require 0.151 times the
power required by a birdcage coil and 0.25 times the power required by the phase-only
optimization for the non negligible coupling. For a given pulse sequence this would translate to
approximately one-fifth the whole-body SAR in the birdcage coil and one third of that in the phaseonly optimization.

Discussion
We have presented a simple, analytically-based method for optimizing transmit efficiency of
exciting a local region considering both magnitude and phase of all elements in a transmit array.
For a small ROI our method provides results that differ by only a few percent from the results
obtained with the method in (15, 16) developed in parallel with our method (21). One advantage of
our derivation is that it provides a more explicit relationship between the optimum values of the
current amplitudes and the impedances and field distributions of the elements. . This is clearly
evident in Figure 3 for the array having negligible coupling among the elements. Figure 3 shows
also the relationship between impedances, the optimal amplitudes of the currents, and the values of
the fields generated by the elements of the array. As in Eq. [9], the optimal current amplitude for
each element is proportional to the ratio of the

field it produces in the ROI to its impedance. In

the case of exciting a central location, this results in low optimal currents in elements near the
arms, which have both relatively high impedance and relatively low

in the ROI. When the ROI is

in a peripheral location, however, the highest optimal current amplitudes are in the elements near
the ROI due to the very low relative

fields produced there by elements further away.

In regions near the center of the torso this method is seen to perform slightly better than a
previously published analytically-based phase-only optimization (9). Away from the center of the
array and sample the improvement over the phase-only optimization is more dramatic. This is to be
expected because, as some elements far from the center of the array are likely to transmit much
more efficiently than others, increasing the value of magnitude-and-phase optimization. Finally, it is
interesting to note that when the coupling among the elements of the array is significant the
algorithm provides a set of phases different from the ones obtained by a method designed simply to
produce constructive interference.
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Table 1. Magnitude of the
field produced by three different current distributions including
optimizations for an ROI near the heart and in the shoulder for a transmit array having negligible
coupling between its elements. In each case whole-body average SAR 2 W/Kg.

∑

|

Birdcage
Phase-only
Optimization
Optimization with
phase and amplitude

| for a ROI near heart (

)

∑

|

0.4418

| for a ROI near
arm ( )
3.5181

1.9738

4.6195

2.3800

7.8447

Table 2. Magnitude of the
field produced by three different current distributions including
optimizations for an ROI near the heart and in the shoulder for a transmit array having significant
coupling between its elements. In each case whole-body average SAR 2 W/Kg.

∑
Birdcage
Phase-only
Optimization
Optimization with
phase and amplitude

|

| for a ROI near heart (
0.4147

)

∑

|

| for a ROI near
arm ( )
3.3904

1.6458

4.3660

1.9617

8.7185

Figure Caption
Figure 1: Geometry of the model used in simulations: a body-sized 8-element array of stripline
elements spaced equidistantly on the surface of a cylinder within a large cylindrical shield and
loaded with a human body model positioned with its heart near the center of the array.

Figure 2: Plot of the amplitude of the impedance matrix for the transmit array in cases of weak coupling
(left) and strong coupling (right).

Figure 3: Self impedance (top row), average B1+ magnitude in the ROI, indicated by the blue circle,
with 1 Ampere in each element driven separately (middle row) and optimal current amplitudes
scaled to produce the fields shown in Table 1 (bottom row) for an ROI near the heart (left column)
and ROI near the arm (left column) in the case where mutual coupling between elements is
negligible.

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the magnetic field | | obtained with the transmit array having weakly
coupled elements driven in the three compared configurations. For each location of interest (indicated
with a black circle), the three | | field distributions have been normalized to generate a whole-body
average SAR equal to 2 W/kg.

Figure 5: Spatial distribution of the magnetic field | | obtained with the transmit array having strongly
coupled elements driven in the three compared configurations. For each location of interest (indicated
with a black circle), the three | | field distributions have been normalized to generate a whole-body
average SAR equal to 2 W/kg.

Figure 1: Geometry of the model used in simulations: a body-sized 8-element array of stripline
elements spaced equidistantly on the surface of a cylinder within a large cylindrical shield and
loaded with a human body model positioned with its heart near the center of the array.

Figure 2: Plot of the amplitude of the impedance matrix of the transmit array in case of weak coupling
(left) and strong coupling (right).

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the “Optimization with phase and amplitude” case reported in
Table I. For each element of the array having negligible mutual coupling are provided the following.
First row: values of the real part of the self-impedance { } ( ); second row: average absolute
values of the circularly polarized magnetic field in the two ROI , indicated by the blue circle; and,
third row, amplitudes of the currents scaled to produce the fields shown in Table 1.

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the magnetic field | | obtained with the transmit array having weakly
coupled elements driven in the three compared configurations. For each location of interest (indicated
with a black circle), the three | | field distributions have been normalized to generate a whole-body
average SAR equal to 2 W/kg.

Figure 5: Spatial distribution of the magnetic field | | obtained with the transmit array having strongly
coupled elements driven in the three compared configurations. For each location of interest (indicated
with a black circle), the three | | field distributions have been normalized to generate a whole-body
average SAR equal to 2 W/kg.

